
10010 1/18 Honda N III 360
This venerable kit from 1970 gets a non-motorized re-issue under a new item number! It recreates the N III
360 Japanese car that Honda produced between 1970 and 1972. It was powered by a 354cc 2-cylinder 4-
stroke engine that was mounted in the front of the car

• This is a 1/18 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• The compact, quirky form of the Honda N III 360 is 
accurately rendered.
• The 2-cylinder engine is recreated with 
considerable detail, and can be inspected under the 
opening hood.
• Features a choice of standard or low 
ground clearance, altered by the 
attachment position of the steering
rack when assembling the model.
• Fully opening doors add a further air 
of realism to the model.
• Realistic interior has recreations of 
seats, ABC pedals, handbrake, dashboard, 
gear shift and more.
• Front wheels are steerable.
• Synthetic rubber tires are given realistic
tread patterns



10204 1/12 Caterham Super Seven BDR

This is a re-boxing of the super-realistic, multi-material Tamiya kit of the famed Caterham Super Seven BDR,
now featuring a display base, name base and diorama sheet to make it a great diorama out of the box! Caterham
took over production of the lightweight, road-hugging Super Seven after original manufacturer Lotus stopped
production in 1973. They have constantly innovated and evolved the design over the years, keeping the car
a relevant and beloved model among amateur racers and sports car enthusiasts alike. The Super Seven BDR
featured a powerful 16-valve DOHC engine, which gave the 600kg car an awesome power-to-weight ratio.



• This is a 1/12 scale model assembly kit of the Caterham Super Seven BDR. 
Length: 285mm, width: 132mm, height: 85mm.

• Kit components are a variety of materials for superlative realism.
• Bonnet, centre tunnel and body panels are aluminium, as on the actual car.
• Metal parts for front grille, roll bar, muffler and more are joined by rubber tonneau

cover and cloth recreations of carpet.
• Single-piece moulded space frame accurately captures square and tubular sections.
• Features black painted die-cast recreations of suspension arms and de Dion rear suspension. Screw-attached
to brackets and with coil-sprung dampers, the suspension is movable.
• Plastic renderings of engine block and transmission offer great detail, accented by rubber 

timing belt plus metal air cleaner and exhaust pipe parts.
• Oil lines are recreated using mesh tubing, and water lines, etc. using vinyl tubing.
• Comes with a display base, name plate and stone paving diorama sheet to show off the model in style.
• Decals to recreate instrumentation dials, and emblem, plus seatbelt stickers are included



The Tamiya 1/20 Grand Prix Collection welcomes a new member in the shape of 
the SF70H, Ferrari’s car for the 2017 Formula One season. This model recreates 
the car which took a glorious victory in the opening race of 2017, the Australian 
GP. With regulations promoting greater aerodynamic downforce and mechanical 
grip, Scuderia Ferrari came up with the sleek SF70H body featuring a lengthened 
nose, arrow-shaped front wing, engine cover fin and revamped side pods. 
Powered by the 1.6-liter V6 062 engine in harmony with an electric motor, ace 
driver Sebastian Vettel was in the thick of an enthralling Drivers’ Championship 
race all season long with Mercedes driver and eventual world champion Lewis 
Hamilton.

20068 1/20 FERRARI SF70H F1 2017



• This is a 1/20 scale plastic 
model assembly kit. Length: 
271mm, width: 100mm.
• The distinctive form of the 
SF70H is depicted with superb 
accuracy.
• This kit recreates the SF70H as 
it appeared in the season-
opening Australian GP.
• Features a depiction of the 
gearbox at the engine rear.
• Rear cowl and under panel 
parts are affixed using screws.
• The modeller can choose to 
assemble the kit as Sebastian 
Vettel’s no.5 car, or Kimi 
Räikkönen’s no.7.
• Metallic transfers are included 
to recreate mirror surfaces with 
accuracy.
• Tire parts are a brand new 
design.





24060 1/24 Mazda RX-7 GT-Limited

Tamiya is delighted to announce the 

first re-release of this classic 1/24 

scale kit of the since 2011! It depicts 

the second generation Mazda RX-7 

which debuted in 1985 and was 

known in Japan as the Savanna 
RX-7.

• This is a 1/24 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• The stylish form of the car, including fender flares, has been faithfully rendered.
• The hood is detachable even after assembly to showcase the highly-detailed 13B rotary engine.
• Parts to depict the model as either a left- or righthand drive version are included.
• Steerable front wheels and retractable headlights.
• Tires with realistic tread pattern, and metal-plated wheels are included



25415 1/24 Citroën 2CV

This classic model of a classic French piece of motoring
history - the Citroën 2CV - gets a welcome re-issue
with a new item number. While some may have
questioned its body styling, there's no denying that the
simple, rugged Citroën 2CV was a masterpiece of
automotive mass production, with over 3.5 million
produced from 1948 to 1990. Its reliable air-cooled 2-
cylinder engine got the little front wheel drive car from
A to B with little fuss, and the car could accommodate
4 adults adequately. With its soft suspension designed
for off-road driving, it is said that the 2CV could
traverse a ploughed field without breaking any of the
eggs it carried.

• Length: 156mm, Width: 65mm
• The distinctive form of the 2CV is accurately reproduced in 1/24 scale.
• Bottom half of driver's side window is modelled in the open position.
• Superb details on the horizontally-opposed 2-cylinder engine and transmission parts.
• Unique front leading and rear trailing arm suspension is depicted faithfully.
• Two types of canvas top parts are included to depict either closed or opened positions

 



24347 1/24 LaFerrari Yellow Version

Limited Availability

This is a special version of the stunning 1/24 LaFerrari kit, 
with body parts molded in yellow to allow for easy
creation of a car with the iconic Giallo Modena color from 
the Ferrari catalog. Only 499 of the actual hybrid
supercar were made, so if you weren’t lucky enough to get 
your hands on a 1/1 scale LaFerrari, this kit represents a
great opportunity to recreate it in detailed Tamiya 1/24!

• This is a 1/24 scale plastic model assembly kit. Length: 196mm, width: 88mm.
• The luxurious body is accurately recreated using yellow moulded A and A24 parts.
• It comes in a dedicated package with the LaFerrari depicted in yellow, plus an updated instruction manual.
• V12 engine, transmission and HY-KERS hybrid system are depicted with great accuracy.
• Monocoque frame and suspension shown incredible attention to detail.
• Includes mesh for intake grilles, and clear under panel parts, plus metal transfers for depiction of emblems.
• Separately-sold photo-etched parts (Item 12654) and carbon pattern decals (Item 12656) are available to

further crank up the detail on your masterpiece.



Great news for fans of British armour – this compact kit includes parts to recreate either the Churchill Mk.VII
infantry tank or its fire-spewing flamethrower variant the Crocodile! The Churchill design was the result of a
chastening experience for British forces in early WWII, a more modern design that could be produced quickly
to make up for armour shortfalls after the Dunkirk evacuations. The Mk.VII variant was up-gunned with a 75mm
gun and had improved armour up to 152mm thick! The Crocodile is one of the most notable “special” variants 
of the Churchill. It had an 80-plus meter range flamethrower in place of the front machine gun, towing its fuel 
and compressed nitrogen propellant in a trailer behind.

32594 1/48 British Tank Churchill Mk.VII Crocodile

 



• This is a 1/48 scale plastic model assembly 
kit. Length: 250mm (Crocodile)/156mm (Mk.VII
infantry tank), width: 72mm.
• The form of the vehicles is accurately 
captured in 1/48 with a superb blend of detail 
and fuss-free assembly.
• The Crocodile variant features dedicated 
flamethrower, trailer and rear gate parts.
• Comes with link-and-length assembly type 
tracks with 1-piece straight sections.
• Features a multi-piece recreation of the 
Crocodile trailer coupling.
• Weight for installation in the hull ensures 
that the model has a realistically heavy feel.

• Commander torso figure included. 
Turret hatch can be assembled open 
or closed.
• Front fender parts are optional.
• Features marking options for one 
Crocodile and one Mk.VII infantry 
tank.
• Marking Option 1: Churchill Mk.VII
Crocodile, 79th Armoured Division, 
North West Europe, 1944
• Marking Option 2: Churchill Mk.VII
infantry tank, 34th Tank Brigade, 
147th RAC, France, July 1944



25401 1/35 German Tiger I Late Version 
with Ace Commander and Crew Set
Tamiya is pleased to announce that this limited edition item - last released in July 2015 - is back! The German
Tiger I Late Version heavy tanks were produced from January of 1944 and showed their awesome dominance
against the Allies in Normandy. Tamiya's high-quality 1/35 scale model (original Item 49504) depicts this
variant of the Tiger in full detail, complete with a set of 4 crew figures in realistic relaxed poses. A variety
of markings are included to depict various tanks, including one belonging to the famous Tiger ace Michael
Wittmann.

• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model 
assembly kit set.
• The form of the late version 
Tiger I is accurately captured.
• Features link-type assembly 
tracks.
• A range of separate parts are 
included to recreate hull 
accessories.
• All hatches excluding the escape 
hatch can be assembled in open or 
closed position.
• Comes with 4 figures originally 
included in Item 89562. They 
depict crew relaxing on and in the 
tank.
• Includes a range of marking 
options.



Variety is an important facet of Tamiya’s long running
and vastly popular 1/35 Military Miniature
Series, and we are delighted to announce that
the series is to be joined for the first time by the
Goliath tracked mine, an innovative German WWII
weapon. The Goliath was a diminutive tracked
vehicle about 1.5m long that could carry up to 60kg
of light explosives and was remotely controlled via
3 cables that spooled out of its rear. Some 7,564
were produced in all, split between 12V battery and
gas engine-powered variants. They were largely
deployed by assault pioneer (Sturmpionier) units,
and were hoped to give the advantage of surprise.
They were used on all fronts including German

counters to the allied invasions in Normandy.

• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model assembly kit set.
• Contains parts to create 2 Goliath tracked mines. Length: 
46.5mm, width: 24mm, height: 15.5mm.
• The diminutive form of the Goliath is accurately captured 
in detailed Tamiya 1/35 scale.
• Goliaths feature assembly type tracks.
• Enamel wire is included to recreate the remote control 
cable.
• Parts are included to create 3 full body assault pioneer 
team figures in realistic pose, with a kneeling Goliath
operator, a commander surveying the battlefield and 
another soldier taking aim from a prone position.
• Comes with a range of accessories, recreating Karabiner 
98K rifle, MP40 sub-machine gun, binoculars, P08
luger holster/magazine pouch, Goliath controller, duffel bag 
and water canister.
• Please note that decals are not included in this kit.

35357 1/35 
GERMAN PIONEER TEAM 
& GOLIATH SET 



35358 1/35 German Self-Propelled 

Howitzer Wespe “Italian Front”  

The Wespe - a classic in the Tamiya 1/35 Military Miniature Series (Item 35200) – is back, with 
updated parts and new marking options for vehicles that fought on the Italian front. Originally 
designed as a stopgap but with a production run of 676, this Pz.Kpfw.II chassis-based howitzer 
exceeded German expectations. Intended mainly for infantry support, the Pz.Kpfw.II’s moving turret 
was replaced with a boxy stationary superstructure equipped with the Type 18/2 10.5cm L/28 
howitzer. While the crew of 5 were not blessed with overwhelming protection, their vehicle was a 
mobile threat to Allied forces nonetheless



• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model assembly kit. Length: 143mm.
• The form of the Wespe self-propelled howitzer is captured with excellent realism.
• Includes new parts recreating stowed MG34 machine gun and ammo case, flare case, 
communications
equipment, first aid box and more.
• Features assembly-type tracks (Item 35200 uses belt type) allowing depiction of sag.
• Open-top fighting compartment allows inspection of interior details.
• 10.5cm howitzer offers traverse and elevation/depression.
• Comes with 4 figures in action pose – gunner, 2 loaders and commander.
• 2 marking options recreate Wespe vehicles deployed in the Battle of Anzio, the Allies’ 
amphibious assault
that led to the eventual taking of Rome.
• Marking Option 1: 26th Panzer Division; Marking Option 2: 29th Panzer-Grenadier Division



Tamiya is delighted to announce a new
1/35 scale M4A3E8 "Easy Eight" Sherman,
this time depicting a variant of the stalwart
tank that was deployed in the Korean War,
including new parts! The Sherman - reliable
and available in huge numbers - was a game
changer for the Allies in WWII, and the Easy
Eight a prevalent variant most notable for its
horizontal volute spring suspension (HVSS)
and smooth ride. The Easy Eight's career did
not end with WWII, however, as a number
were refurbished and thrown back into
action by a largely demobilized U.S. Army
in the Korean War from 1950. They faced
off against T34/85s operated by the Korean
People's Army with great success, and were
Image shows actual M4A3E8 later often
used in a supporting fire role

35359 
1/35 EASY EIGHT SHERMAN 
KOREAN WAR
with GAZ Field Car GAZ67B 



• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model assembly kit. Length: 215mm.
• The Easy Eight is captured with great detail, with special attention to Korean War-specific features such as
the mantlet's canvas cover, which is rendered with superb realism.
• Includes depictions of late production exhaust deflector, refined engine deck, and field telephone.
• Separate parts are included to depict accessories such as first aid kit, updated travel lock, spare track links
and more. Slide moulded M2 machine gun and mount parts offer excellent detail.
• Belt parts recreate double-pin T80 tracks with realism and ease of assembly.
• Light lenses and cupola sight holes are recreated using clear parts.
• Comes with 2 torso figures, which recreate crew in action pose.
• 2 markings options include the famed "Rice's Red Devils", with new colors based upon the most up-to-date
reference sources.
• Marking option 1: "Rice's Red Devils, C Company, 89th Tank Battalion, 25th Infantry Division, 1951
• Marking option 2: C Company, 70th Heavy Tank Battalion, 1st Cavalry Division, 1950
• Parts are also included to assemble an accompanying model of the Russian Field Car GAZ67B (Item 35021).



35360 1/35 U.S. Light Tank 
M3 Stuart Late Production

Tamiya is delighted to announce this all-new model of the M3 
Stuart, which was hitherto recreated by the
venerable Item 35042. The M3 Stuart was manufactured 
from March 1943 onwards and deployed not only
by U.S. forces; it also saw action in Soviet colours. The late 
production variant of the tank had a rounded turret
design with the cupola removed. It sported a 37mm main 
gun, with numerous 7.62mm machine guns: one coaxial to 
the main gun, one on the front, on the turret and in the side 
sponsons on certain variants



• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• A late production M3 Stuart with riveted hull, 
cupola-less turret and 7.62mm machine gun is 
accurately recreated, thanks to dedicated study of 
actual vehicles.
• Belt parts offer an accurate and fuss-free depiction 
of the tracks, combining with detailed drive sprocket 
and suspension components for a realistic finish.
• 3 marking options are tentatively planned, 
recreating one U.S. vehicle and two Red Army 
vehicles.
• Comes with a commander torso figure in U.S. tanker 
clothing (this was also apparently supplied to the Red
Army). A choice of U.S. or Soviet head parts allows 
use with any of the marking options



37026 1/35 U.S. Self-Propelled Howitzer 

M109A6 Paladin (Iraq War)

This is the latest release in the popular Tamiya-Italeri series, and further updates the model released as Item
37012 in 2012, with more moulding improvements, brand new parts, and even photo-etched parts included! Of
course, it also includes Tamiya figures, accessories, full instruction manual, and decals, all packaged in a new
Tamiya box! Deployed from 1992 onwards, the M109A6 continued a series of self-propelled howitzers that
started in 1950. The L/39 155mm gun has a range of 30km, used effectively in supporting fire roles in the Iraq
War of 2003.



• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model assembly kit of the M109A6 Paladin. Length: 280mm, width: 115mm.
• Updates from Item 37012 include: cement- and paintable belt-type tracks; depictions of previously omitted
gun base MVS (device measuring muzzle velocity) and hull-front spare track links; 1 fret of photo-etched
parts recreating turret rear basket net, circular panel cover and water tank strap buckles; decals to recreate 3
marking options; Tamiya ration carton sheet.
• The model accurately depicts an M109A6 Paladin deployed in the 2003 Iraq War.
• 155mm howitzer and complex turret are faithfully reproduced.
• Road wheels feature sharp detail for an authentic finish, while belt type tracks can be painted and cemented.
• Gun travel lock and hull rear spade are movable parts.
• Comes with 2 torso figures.
• Numerous accessories are also depicted, including bags, ammunition case, water tank and more.
• Self-propelled howitzer parts are a product of Italeri.



60789 1/72 Kawasaki Ki-61-Id Hien (Tony)

The 1/72 War Bird Collection welcomes another Japanese ace with the appearance of the elegant Ki-61-Id Hien!
The Hien was officially adopted by the Imperial Japanese Army in 1943, and stood out among its Japanese
aircraft contemporaries in the Pacific War on account of its liquid-cooled Ha-40 engine, slimline fuselage and
long, elegant wing. A number of different variants were produced, among them the Ki-61-Id which featured a
20cm-elongated nose to house 20mm cannons, plus 12.7mm machine guns in the wing. In fact, with 1,360 units
it was the most prolifically produced Hien variant; its superior performance at higher altitudes meant that it was
often given the brief of taking on incoming U.S. B29 bombers in the skies around the home islands of Japan

• Decal sheet x1
• Separate decals are used for fuselage left/right sides, wing left/right 

top surfaces, and antenna section.
• Instructions for application are printed directly onto the decal sheet.
• Compatible with Item 60789 1/72 Kawasaki Ki-61-Id Hien (Tony).

12683 1/72 Kawasaki Ki-61-Id Hien (Tony) 

Camouflage Decals



• This is a 1/72 scale plastic model assembly kit. Approx. length: 125mm, approx. wingspan: 167mm.
• The model accurately depicts the Ki-61-Id Hien with elongated nose and slimline fuselage.
• Fuss-free assembly without sacrificing detail was our designer’s watchword when creating this kit.
• The cockpit parts breakdown is changed from its 1/48 scale counterpart, and can be pre-assembled then
slotted into the already-built fuselage sides.
• The fuselage underside radiator/oil cooler is artfully recreated with a single piece.
• One-piece canopy offers excellent fit with fuselage.
• Clear parts are included to recreate light and gun sight components.
• Optional Venturi tube and fuel cooler parts are also included.
• Comes with 3 marking options, including the colourful tones of the 244th Air Group.

 



87191 Tamiya Fine Lapping Film #2000 (3pcs.)

Tamiya lapping film is a super resource for modellers of all genres, allowing a smooth and even finish to your
paint job. The existing #3000 (Item 87144), #4000 (Item 87185) and #6000 (Item 87186) varieties are now
joined by this new grade of more abrasive film (lower number = more abrasion). It is uniformly covered with
fine abrasive particles and can be used to rub away rough surfaces or joints.
Item Contents/Information
• #2000 Fine Lapping Film x3 (White)
• Dimensions: 93mm x 228mm
• May be used for wet sanding



74142 CUTTING MAT (A5 BLUE)

 





ADH12



E005 LOTUS 49B 1969 

E0xx TYRRELL 005 

E25XXX RENAULT 4 – 2 LIVERIES

E25XXX CITROEN DS 21

E25XXX CREPE VAN

E016 BRABHAM 
HONDA BT18 F2 '66 CHAMPION 



BEL008 OPEL MANTA 400 GR.B FREQUELIN

BEL009 OPEL MANTA 400 GR.B JIMMY MCRAE

BEL012 FORD FIESTA RED BULL WRC 2017 

ALL NEW MOULD !


